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Abstract—In this project, we show that an image can be
reconstructed using local descriptors, with or without complete
geometrical metadata. We use greedy algorithms to progressively
learn the missing information before reconstruction and coloriza-
tion is performed. Our experiments show that most of the vital
information about a query image can be recovered even if scale
metadata is missing. Compared to images reconstructed with
scale information, we find that there is no significant decline in
image quality, and a close resemblance of the original image can
be obtained via colorization as a post-processing step.

I. I NTRODUCTION

As the world becomes increasingly digitalized, it has be-
come intractable to naively search for images merely using
pixel information. As such, researchers have been looking
for more efficient methods to perform image matching and
retrieval. Successful and widely used methods have relied on
local descriptors such as the Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) and Speed Up Robust Features (SURF) [1], [2]. These
local descriptors provide valuable information about regions
of the image - keypoints - that contain a lot of details.
A set of local descriptors with corresponding geometrical
metadata could be said to uniquely define an image while
significantly reducing the amount of storage required, so using
them drastically increases the efficiency of visual search.

Precisely because the descriptors store so much valuable
information, an image, or the important parts of an image,
could very well be reconstructed simply from these descrip-
tors [3]. Given a sufficiently large and diverse database of
image patches with their associated descriptor information,
patches closely matching the query descriptors can be re-
trieved, and stitched together using geometrical meta datafrom
the keypoints to recover a resemblance of the original image.

Weinzaepfel et. al. presented images reconstructed success-
fully and with interpretable quality from local SIFT descriptors
and elliptical image patches [3], the implications of which
could be both good and bad. When reconstruction happens
at a malicious node, the pirate may gather (often secret)
information about the queried image. This poses a problem to
the privacy of images, especially in the case where a copyright
holder passes descriptor information to a third party system for
image query purposes.

Much research has been done to enhance the security and
robustness of visual search pipeline. Hsu et. al. [4] have
studied the weaknesses of SIFT descriptors and suggested that
feature descriptors could get deleted while still maintaining
an acceptable visual quality, but the visual research result

will unfortunately change. [5] has thoroughly studied the
process of attacking a visual search pipeline. A pirate could
eavesdrop over the communication channel and modify the
feature descriptors or the image from the database, in both
cases causing matching to fail. Most of the time, if the pirate
is not a user, crypthographical methods could make the search
pipeline more secure.

However, when reconstruction happens at a trusted node,
say the database, then image recovery could be desirable.
Visual search could take a huge step forward if databases
could use query information to enhance their repository. For
example, when different users submit queries for a landmark
from different angles, these information could be used to
reconstruct a multiview or even a three-dimensional image of
that landmark.

In this project, we investigate the image quality attainable
via image reconstruction using square patches with SIFT and
SURF descriptors. We also expand upon the image reconstruc-
tion problem, and investigate the feasibility of reconstructing
images using descriptors with incomplete geometrical infor-
mation. Geometrical information which typically includesthe
(x, y) coordinates, orientation and scale of the image patches
are used for post verification during visual search, and can
be used for the accurate placement and warping of patches
from the database during image reconstruction. It would be
of interest to investigate how much reconstruction would still
be possible with partial information. We narrow down the
problem to descriptors lacking information about the scales
of image patches, and examine how well the scales can be
learned, as well as the resulting image quality.

We use a greedy algorithm and progressively learn the scales
of the image patches, before reconstruction is performed. As
we might expect, reconstruction is far from perfect, but vital
information about the image can still be inferred from the
image. Upon comparison with images reconstructed with full
geometrical information, it is important to note that most of
the information of an image is still retained even though the
descriptors do not contain data about the scales of image
patches. So much information is kept that it is possible to
recognize the features in the image and reproduce a close
replica of the original image by subsequently coloring the
image.

This paper is organized as follows, Section II outlines
the problem statement. In Section III we explain the main
reconstruction and colorizing algorithms; Section IV details
the greedy algorithm we used for learning the scales of



patches. Section V then summarizes some of the experiments
we did and discusses possible improvements.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Image descriptors

An image is typically described by a set of “keypoints”,
each of which is mapped to an image patch. These descriptors
normally contain:

• vi ∈ Rd: a d dimensional patch descriptor
• (x, y): spatial coordinates of keypoint
• (s, o): scale and orientation of the image patch
Along with the patch descriptor, The geometrical metadata

(x, y, s, o) define an affine transform which can help map the
original patch to a canonical patch (usually extracted froma
database of patches), while the patch descriptor can be used
for patch matching.

The canonical patches and the affine transformation help get
some fragments of the query image back. Given a database of
descriptors mapped to image patches, and a set of descriptors
for a query image, we aim to reconstruct an image as best as
possible, with or without full geometrical metadata.

In this project, we study both SIFT and SURF descriptors
and map descriptors to square patches. Furthermore, because
the colorization of the reconstructed image was very sensitive
to the first patch chosen [3], we chose to tackle the recon-
struction problem with only intensity, using grayscale images.
Colorization is then done as a post-processing step with some
user interaction.

B. Reconstruction

Because local descriptors store less information than the
actual pixels in an image, the description function is many-to-
one, and it is not possible to recover anysingle patch from its
descriptor. This is why we will be using an external database
of images for recovering patches.

Even with a database, we can foresee that some of the
patches retrieved for a set of descriptors are likely far-from-
perfect matches, especially because our database is not ex-
tremely huge, which may result in artifacts in the image after
blending. This may cause the image to look more cluttered
than it actually is, and affect the image quality. By image
quality, we mean the amount of information from the original
image that is retained. While aesthetic appeal of reconstructed
images is important, it is not the focus in our project.

C. Learning Scales

As mentioned, we would like to examine the quality of
reconstructed images achievable when the descriptors lack
scale metadata. The possible number of scales for any image
patch is infinite, and there is no direct analytical way of finding
the right scale for an image patch, even if we know everything
about its neighboring patches.

In addition, when deciding on a scale for a new patch, we
would like to minimize the discrepancies between pixel values
caused by the introduction of the patch to the existing pieced-
together-part of the image. However, it is desirable to choose

a larger scale for the patch since a larger part of the query
image can then be reconstructed and we would have more
information about the image.

III. I MAGE RECONSTRUCTION

Our main reconstruction pipeline involves the reconstruction
of an intensity image which relies on image descriptors and
patches stored in an external database, followed by coloriza-
tion with some user guidance.

A. Reconstruction of Intensities

As mentioned before, we use an external database of images
to facilitate reconstruction. Local descriptors are extracted
from these images to form another database of descriptors with
their corresponding source images. Let each local descriptor
be labeledL(i) = {v(i), x(i), y(i), o(i), s(i), index(i)}, where
(v, x, y, o, s) is the data stored for a descriptor as previously
mentioned andindex is the index of the source image from
which the descriptor was extracted.

Armed with this database of descriptorsD, let us now
consider a query image with its own local descriptorsR(j),
extracted in the same way as the descriptors inD. We may
then build up the unknown image by using pairwise matching
to search for its nearest neighbor inD. With this neighbor
found, we may go back to the source image database and
extract the corresponding image patch.

We added another line of defense with RANSAC [6], to
eliminate the possibility of including nearest neighbors in D
that did not fit well in the reconstructed image. Forcing the
algorithm to return a match for every descriptor introduced
objectionable visual artifacts, so in the interest of image
quality, we chose to leave out some nearest neighbors found,
although that sometimes resulted in losing some non-vital
details in the image.

We can now use affine transformations to correctly lo-
cate, orient and scale the image patches we retrieved, and
stitch them together seamlessly using Poisson image editing
in grayscale. Usually, some parts of any image would be
featureless and not contain any keypoint, so they would
not be successfully reconstructed with only the patches. The
intensities of these pixels are obtained via smooth interpolation
from the borders of the partial image reconstructed using only
blended patches.

B. Colorization using Optimization

After the grayscale image has been reconstructed, the ob-
jects in the image can be recognized, so colorization may be
done with some minimal user interaction. We chose to adopt
the Colorization using Optimization method [7], where the
user first defines a color mask, like the one shown in Figure 1.
This mask is a merely a scribbling of colors over certain
regions as deemed appropriate by the user, and may be further
refined as needed if the colored image turns out unsatisfactory.

With the color mask defined, we now aim to color the whole
image, following the simple rule that neighboring pixels of
similar intensity should have the same color. This concept



Fig. 1. Color Mask

is rather similar to that of bilateral filtering. In mathematical
terms, we aim to minimize the cost function

J =
∑

x

(U(x)−
∑

n∈N(x)

U(n))2

wherex is the position of a pixel in the image,U(x) is the
color (chrominance components) of the pixel atx, N(x) is the
neighborhood of the pixel at positionx, andwxn

is a weight
function that decreases as the difference in intensity between
the pixels atx and n increases, or the distance between the
pixels increases. The problem is in fact linear and can be
solved exactly, giving us our final colored image. Colorized
images can be found in Section V.

IV. RECONSTRUCTION WITHOUTSCALE INFORMATION

With complete geometrical information, we could recon-
struct an image with an acceptable quality. When scale in-
formation is missing, however, we propose a scale-learning
method based on the distortion of overlapping patches under
different scales.

A. Scale Learning Algorithm

Our proposed method progressively adds patches to already
existing parts of the query image, and aims to minimize the
distortion between the overlapping areas of patches. Image
reconstruction is like a jigsaw puzzle where the patches need
to be stitched together; if some parts of the patches overlap,
then ideally they should overlap perfectly. When we add a
new patch at a certain scale, the distortion of the overlapping
areas between the new patch and the existing partial image is
therefore a good measure of how well the new patch fits into
the query image with that scale. This distortion is measuredby
the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between overlapping patches
corresponding to the keypoints.

Our algorithm, written in pseudocode below, first finds the
spatially closest keypoint to the center of the image, i.e.C,
and assigns it the Dominant Scale,DS. Most images have a
dominant scale - scale shared by the largest percentage of the
descriptors - that can be learned from a ground-truth image or
from a set of natural images.

The algorithm then iterates to assign a scale to each query
keypoint. At each step, the closest neighbor to the previous
keypoint we were looking at gets picked and a scale is
determined for it. To decide on this scale, we search over
a set of Quantized Scales,QS, for the one that minimizes the
MSE.

There is a small caveat here though. We could very well
force two patches to overlap when they actually do not. To
solve this problem, we define a upper threshold,MSE −
Threshold, for the MSE. If the minimum MSE over all
scales exceeds this threshold, we decide that the new patch
does not overlap nicely with the existing partial image, and
just assign that keypoint theDS. Where the new patch does
not overlap the previous patch for any of theQS values, so
there is noMSE to speak of, we would suspend our decision
and gather more information from other keypoints first. In this
case, we resume the algorithm from another keypoint in the
image and go tostep (1)of the algorithm.

Finally, the DS is assigned to the remaining keypoints
that we could not find scales for. The keypoints now have
complete geometrical information, and are ready to be used
for reconstruction.

Algorithm 1 Scale Learning
Input: matched patches,(x,y) Coordinate,O: Orientation. (DS):
Dominant scale,QS: Quantized Scales, MSE-Threshold
Output: Scale: learned scale of keypoints

Find C keypoint closest to the center of the image

(1) SET Scale(C) = DS
(2) SET N = C’s nearest neighbor in (x-y coordinate)
for i = 1 → length(QS) do

SET Scale(N) = QS(i)
SET OA(i), Overlapping area of patch(C) and patch(N)

end for
if OA then
m = min{MSE(OA)}
if MSE(m) < MSE − Threshold then

SET Scale(N) = QS(m)
else

SET Scale(N) = DS
end if
SET C = N, Repeat (2) Until no more unscaled keypoint

else
Repeat (1) with a new keypoint

end if

B. Scale Learning Parameters

In the algorithm described above, we used a set of param-
eters, i.e. MSE-threshold and Quantized Scales. The intuition
about how these parameters may vary and how they affect the
final image quality is given below.

1) Quantized Scales: Scale values could take any real,
positive value and deciding on how to quantize these values
for learning can highly affect the final image quality as well
as the running time of the algorithm. Our choice was based on
the distribution of scales for the set of images in the database,
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Fig. 2. Histogram of database keypoint scales

and a limit on the computation time. We found that most of
the scales from the extracted keypoints are between1 to 5,
with very few larger scales (see Figure 2 below). The patches
with larger scales also do not seem to affect the final quality
of the image as much, as is suggested by the image on the
left in Figure 5 below. The qualities of the image constructed
using patches of all scales and that using only patches of scales
below 5 do not differ substantially.

We can therefore define an upper bound, as well as several
common quantized scales forQS, and make scale learning
more tractable without sacrificing the image quality. This
speed up is all the more meaningful if we are dealing with
highly detailed images with many keypoints.

2) MSE-threshold: This threshold determines the flexibility
of the algorithm. Even though it seems that larger scales will
help the algorithm determine scales of other patches more
quickly, overlapping patches more than they should, i.e. setting
a scale that is too large, will result in an undesirable and blurry
image with a lot of artifacts. We thus defined a threshold for
the MSE, which should not be exceeded for the patch to be
deemed as a “good fit” at some specific scale.

To find a suitable value for this threshold, we measured
the differences between images reconstructed without scale
information and images reconstructed with the presence of
scale information (ground-truth images) at various MSE-
threshold values. Figure 3 shows the MSE distortion, as well
as the sum of differences between learned scales, between
the reconstructed image and the ground truth image for the
“Globus” building (see Figure 4 for the actual image).

We would like both distortions in the figure above to be
minimal. Thus, in this case, we would pick an MSE thresh-
old of 0.07. Experimental results presented in the following
section uses the same method for finding the MSE-threshold.

V. EXPERIMENTS

For our experiments, we used a database that was a subset
of 60 different images from the Zurich Building Database
(ZuBuD) [8]. The resulting descriptor database contained more
than 100,000 descriptors and their corresponding canonical
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Fig. 3. Distortion of image and learned scale vs. MSE-Threshold

Fig. 4. Globus building: original image, and complete reconstructed with
complete information and SIFT

patches. In all of our experiments, non of the query images
were in the database, but there sometimes were images of
the same building from a different view. We performed our
experiments with both SIFT and SURF descriptors. The re-
construction results are presented in Figure 4, 5, 7, and 6.
We can see that most of the information from the original
images have been kept, although the reconstructed images are
not nearly as aesthetically pleasing.

A. Scale Learning

Using a simple greedy algorithm, we can see from the
results that most of the scales have been learned pretty well,
especially using SIFT descriptors, in order to reproduce most
of the information in the original image. Thus, the MSE seems
to be a reliable heuristic for scale learning. Our method favors
picking the “correct” scale with the lowest MSE, with an
MSE-threshold to prevent the algorithm from forcing non-
overlapping patches to overlap. The results shown in Figure5
thus are interpretable, and the buildings are easily recogniz-



Fig. 5. From left to right: Globus building - reconstructed using SIFT without large scale information, reconstructed using scale learning method, and
colorized

Fig. 6. Original and scale learning reconstruction images

able. Upon comparison with the images constructed with scale
information in the descriptors, there is no significant decline in
image quality, in that objects recognizable in the reconstruction
with scale information are still equally recognizable in the
reconstruction without scale information. Parts of the building
logo “Globus” can be seen and read in both versions of the
reconstruction. The Golden Gate Bridge in Figure. 6 can
still be recognized as a landmark although the edges are
less pronounced, and colorization of the reconstructed image
results in a convincing, almost painting-like reproduction of
the original image.

Some artifacts do exist in the reconstructed image on the
right hand side of Figure 5, however. This is probably a result
of quantizing the scale values, as well as deciding on an
average dominant scale based on the database. We expected the
artifacts to show up since a lot of information is lost by leaving
out scale information, so our aim was to recover enough of the
scales so the reconstructed image is recognizable. It is possible
that with a more complex algorithm, some of these artifacts
may be removed.

B. SIFT vs SURF Descriptors

As you can see in Figure 5 and 7, the image is better
reconstructed using SIFT rather than SURF descriptors. We
suspect that this is because the SIFT descriptors are inherently
more detailed than SURF descriptors, and provide a better
basis for patch matching as well as scale learning. Also,
there were over two times SIFT descriptors as opposed to
SURF descriptors extracted for any image, providing more
information for reconstruction. It may be worthwhile looking
into a different heuristic for scale learning when we are
using SURF descriptors which are extracted more quickly
than SIFT descriptors, especially since the image reconstructed
with complete geometrical information and SURF descriptors
is decently recognizable. Moreover, the intensity varies across
the image more smoothly. If the scales were learned accurately,
images reconstructed using SURF may be more visually
pleasing.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This project shows that an image can be successfully recon-
structed from its local descriptors, with or without complete
geometrical information. With minimal user interaction during
colorization, a close replica of the original image can be
produced. Even though the reconstructed images are far from
perfect and commercially valuable, it is clear that vital infor-
mation, even words, in the original images can be recovered.
Because the size and diversity of the database is crucial to
image reconstruction, we suspect that with a much larger
database, reconstruction would be significantly improved,re-
vealing more information about the original images. Thus,
security concerns about the privacy of images are very much
valid.

As a future extension of this work, we would like to
study reconstruction where rotation information is missing. We
predict that a similar heuristic approach could be applicable
but due to importance of the rotation variation, quantization
steps should be finer. We would also like to conduct more
experiments using a larger and more diverse database of
patches.



Fig. 7. From left to right: Globus building - reconstructed using SURF with complete information, reconstructed using scale learning method, and colorized
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APPENDIX

Breakdown of project preparation:
Maryam: Implementation of scale learning algorithm, report

and poster preparation
Jiaqi: Implementation of reconstruction and colorization,

report and poster preparation


